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VALKO GIVES PRESENTATION AT AHPS CONVENTION

Flying in from Switzerland, Georg A . Valko, President,
Commission for Expertizing and The Prevention of Forgeries
FEDERATION INTERNATIONLE DE PHILATELIE is pictured by
Chuck LaBlonde giving principal talk on "Postal Rates
of the Standing Helvetia Period ." Georg donated a film
presentation of his talk to AHPS for future showings .
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THE PRESIDENT'S CORNER

President
Charles J LaBlonde

The life of AHPS seems to run in two year cycles and we ' re
about to end one of those periods . In January of 1985
we were looking forward to AMERIPEX . Now, that great show
is a memory, a very pleasant memory for AHPS thanks to
Bill Lucas and the many others who helped him . I still
feel, as I always have, that TELL is our most important
activity . The team of Steve, Leroy, Felix, and Jack is
doing an outstanding job of bringing you a quality product
issue after issue . Many hours of hard work, all volunteer
work, go into each TELL.

It seems to me that we could very easily make TELL more
of a community project . Instead of a TELL which "we" give
to "you, " why not make it a product that we share with
each other . I would like to establish a pool of regular
contributors to TELL, columnists or associate editors,
if you will . Each person would not necessarily have to
contribute to each issue, only requires 3 pages of writing
per year . Subjects are limitless : auction results, new
cancels, booklet news, new issue information, market trends,
UN Geneva activity . How about picking your favorite aspect
of Swiss collecting and volunteering to write just 3 pages
per year for TELL?

Please take the time right now to pay your dues and vote.
Note that we have been able to avoid a dues increase for
yet another year .

Happy Collecting,
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Talk
to
me!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P . TURCHIK

It's been a fun two years . I promised to get out 12 TELLs and this issue

meets the promise . I have met my deadline again, but don't ask me how!
Post office closes in an 1q hours, and I have to make some corrections after

this page . I want to thank all who have written articles, letters, or other-

wise helped with TELL these past two years . I have had terrific officer

support, particularly from President Chuck LaBlonde, Dick Hall, Bill Lucas,
Leroy Wanamaker, Felix Ganz, Frank Young, and Rudy Schaelchli . The chairmen

all are terrific . Our first lady, Sophie Buser has kept me going with her

support.

Pictured above is Ralph Soderberg and Hans R . Schwarzenbach from Zurich in
a discussion at our last convention . Ralph is our Union of Swiss Philatelic

Societies Representative. Rudy Schaelchli tells us he won a Gold medal with
his Sitting Helvetia 1862-82 exhibit, and Harlan Stone won a Silver medal
with his Swiss Postal Wrappers, 1871-1959 at Stampshow in Washington . Thanks
to John Steinberg for the above picture.

Enclosed is a VOTING BALLOT, DUES ENVELOPE, and SPECIAL DONATION AUCTION.

Please do your part in taking care of participating in doing your share right
now!! Let's start the year out with a positive plus .

The year 1987 I am told is going to be the best year in Swiss philately
we have seen for a while . Good time to get involved . Let's plan on not
only going to SUNPEX, but plan also to exhibit there.

My thanks to Herbert Heynemann for writing about Swiss forgeries and Irving
Baron for letters on German Censored German mail during WW II . I hope to
have several articles on those topics in the coming months . Anyone wanting
to contribute something on these topics, please let me know so I can plan
something in advance .

HAPPY NEW YEAR!!
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

The celebration of the Prince ' s 80th birthday was a resounding
success . There should be quite a few philatelic mementos of
the event . Hopefully you were able to make up some special
covers.

Those of you in the colder climates are probably taking the
sweaters out of mothballs about now . It would also be a good
time to take inventory on any missing sets or single stamps
in your Liechtenstein collection . As I write this the Swiss
Franc is passing through .61V U .S . This will mean that good
material will once again be on its way to Europe from the USA.
I hope you took advantage of the strong U .S . dollar last year.

The results from the Maxer auction are in and
prices were quite strong . Perhaps now is the
time to consign some of those duplicates to the
European market and play the game both ways.

Reports from the FL indicate that Liechtenstein
will create several of the K type cancels during
1987 . Those pictorial cancels have been very
popular in Switzerland but have not been in use
in the FL. Be sure and get the first ones, as
they will probably be popular in later years
if all the communities get on the band wagon.

The issues of September are quite nice . I espec-
ially like the "Game" issue . The write up in
the Philatelic Agency bulletin is very interesting
as regards the amount of hunting in the FL.
The Agency bulletins are available with your subscription account
and are certainly worth the small charge . The vegetable issue
is colorful and certainly more interesting than I anticipated.
Potatoes on stamps could be a new topic! I prefer the red
cabbage issue . A steaming plate on the stuff with a spicey
wurst and a cold beer . . .It must be getting close to dinner time.

Does anybody out there collect current first flights posted
from the FL . I would be interested in how you make the covers
up and what your experiences have been . Please drop me a line
and I'll fill in the rest of the membership.

There is a hardback book called This is Liechtenstein ( in
English) available from the tourist Office in Vaduz . Its about
275 pages and is a good introduction to the country . I have
a copy I would be willing to loan out . Drop me a line if you
are interested.

That's it for this time . Please drop me a note with news and
views . Good collecting!
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COOPERATION NEEDED - TELL DEADLINES

	

CHARLES J . LABLONDE

To better plan and avoid confusion with TELL for the coming
year, we are going on the following deadline schedule for 1987:

1987 Issue

January/February

March/April

May/June

July/August

September/October

November/December

Deadline

November 15, 1986

January 15, 1987

March 15, 1987

May 15, 1987

July 15, 1987

September 15, 1987

Please make note of these dates in your planning for articles

for special events, advertising, and other announcements of

timely importance and interest.

In our continuing efforts to improve the quality and timely
delivery of TELL, it is up to all of us to make this schedule
stick! If you have any questions or problems with it, please
call or write me . Thank you for your cooperation.

"TWO JUDGES"

Recently pictured by your
editor are it . Col . Charles
J . LaBlonde, AHPS President
and

	

Associate

	

Editor

	

Dr.
Felix Ganz.

At SESCAL in October,

	

Dr.
Ganz served as a Literature
Judge while in November at
SUNPEX Chuck served his last
term as an apprentice Judge.

It

	

is

	

now

	

confirmed

	

that
our convention next year
will be at SUNPEX, November
next year.

These folks have been looking
for some good Swiss exhibits
at their exhibit in Sunnyvale
for as long as I have been
a member of the AHPS .

	

Rudy
Schaelchli has asked us over and over for help . Now President
Chuck and Roger Skinner say get your exhibits ready for next
year . This is an APS Champion of Champion qualifying exhibition.
Held at the Sunnyvale Community Center, more information will
be forthcoming

	

or write SUNPEX Exhibit Chairperson, PO Box

60082, Sunnyvale, CA 94088 .

	

S .Turchik

LaBlonde &

Steve Turchik Photo

Or . Felix GanzCol . Chuck
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HOWARD A . BAUMANWHAT ARE THEY?

Years ago I found these cut squares in my Swiss stockbook.
I sent them to a friend in Aarau asking, "What are they? " The

response was "They are cuts from Streifbander and Breifumschlage "

(postal wrappers and envelopes).

The first four cuts are from 1873-1897 wrappers and the fifth
on stiffer card stock is an early postkarte.

See wrapper addressed to Fraulein Ann Warburg of 1897 postmarked
Zurich 21 IV 00.

The next group are cuts from envelopes issued by the Federal
Government 1867-1896 . Why were these cuts not defaced?
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The first issue 1867-1868 had the indicium printed in the upper
right corner . The envelope not the stamp was to be cancelled.
From 1869 onward the indicium was in the upper left corner
(because postal clerks were mostly right handed) . The several
types of envelopes had different sizes, shapes of flaps, and
three different imprinted "watermarks . " The earliest "water-
marks " are similar to the dove on top of the indicium.

The value of the envelope can depend on whether the dove is
flying from right to left, upside down or backwards or some
angles in between . See envelope above to Dr . M . Drassner, New
Jersey (Jersey City).
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Postkarten were issued from 1870 to the present . I think the
most interesting are the beautifully decorated Bundesfeier
Postkarten issued from 1911 through 1937 when they weresuperseded
by the annual issues of the Pro Patria stamps.

Another interesting series of picture postkarten were those
first issued in 1923 with from 16 or more different scenes in
the set . Shown is the #115 series A scene 4 of the beautiful
Bad Schuls-Tarasp area issued in 1935.

If you want to avoid becoming " so late smart" get the Zumstein
Ganzsachen Schweiz Catalog or BETTER yet order out the new AHPS
slide show of Postal Stationery -- in color yet! It has a typed
text and a tape recording by Felix Ganz with his mellow Swiss
accent . Arent we lucky to have him? He's our Ganzsacher
(complete Swiss entire).

If you are interested in getting this or other slide programs
(full list published last issue) write me at the following:

Howard A . Bauman, Slide Chairman
511 Summit Drive

West Bend, WI 53095

MORE VALUE FOR
YOUR MEMBERSHIP DOLLAR

Editors Note . Both an updated list and application will be published periodically in TELL.
I have seen some of the programs, and I think they are really great club programs.
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YOUR SOCIETY ' S FIRST HANDBOOK

	

DALE R . EGGEN

CUMULATIVE INDEX OF TELL AND FORERUNNERS 1938 - 1985

A REPORT We would like to very gratefully acknowledge the indiv-
iduals who made cash contributions to the INDEX project or
made purchases of the INDEX with directions for direct contri-
butions to philatelic libraries:

JOHN BETTS

	

CHRISTINE HARGRAVES

	

BERNARD KOSMOSKI

SPECIAL NOTICE Additional contributions are sought . The demand
for gratis copies for copyright, philatelic literature
competitions, reciprocal agreements we have with other societies and
affiliates, philatelic libraries, etc . is almost as great as
the number of copies purchased . Consider making a cash donation,
or better yet, purchase a copy for donation to your favorite
philatelic library (we will make the mailing for you indicating
that it is your gift to them) . APRL and the Western Philatelic
Library already have a copy, ut I am sure they wouldn't mind
one or two more copies.

All donations are used strictly for the printing and mailing
costs of the INDEX . All costs and time associated with the
preparation of the INDEX have been donated by those who parti-
cipated in it's preparation (and those donations have been sub-
stantial) . Those individuals also deserve special recognition:

Karl Henson

	

Charles LaBlonde

	

Jim Dail
Dick Hall

	

Harlan Stone

Please reserve your copy .

	

Cost is $7 .95 plus $1 .30 mailing
($9 .25 total) for orders mailed to U . S . addresses.

DALE R . EGGEN
P . O . Box 430

NEW HARTFORD, NY 13413-0430
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HUMOR IS IMPORTANT! STEVE TURCHIK

R . L . & Herta Rainey

Two years ago I was faced with the problem of what to include
in TELL in the way of philatelic humor . It wasn ' t long before
a real pro - R . L . Rainey - came to my rescue with "Swiss Trivia"
and many other helpful little things . He has designed our AHPS
Convention cover at AMERIPEX, and produced the nice article
that (partially) appeared in the last issue of TELL . So that
you don't think he is losing his "marbles" I am running the full
version this time.

As Mr . Rainey, I believe humor and fun is essential to collecting
stamps and all of our activities . However, on occasion TELL
has felt like an overwhelming job in too many ways . Hence,
I have made goofs . Although unintentional, I want both you
and Mr . Rainey to forgive me for leaving out a page in his nice
article . I will continue to try harder to improve . Isn't it
great to know that these are the kind of people AHPS is made
up of - just super!
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For maximum fun in the stamp hobby, follow the
motto "Collect what you please" . This article
by R . L . Rainey suggests some friendly avenues.

NOW JUST SUPPOSE that you are a monolingual American, and you want to ask

a favor of someone whose native tongue is German . In this case, a delicate

cultural point of etiquette becomes a factor. You must always phase requests

in German words that show a degree of respect for the person addressed.

Dreadfully crude to let a man who deserves to be "Sir" feel instead that

you have approached him as "Buddy," "Mac," or "01' Bean ."

The sampling of German at the heading of this page is characteristic

of very cordial, friendly usage permisible ONLY after long acquaintance

or close family relationship . . .or perhaps membership in an association like

AHPS . The chummy word "DU" will then fit properly in asking "Will you please

do me a favor ." Otherwise, to play it safe, you build your sentence around

"Sie ."

Favors can bring some enjoyable items into a collection of Swiss phil-

atelic souvenirs . (There is a curse on these "trophies" of present-day hobby

correspondence . . .because stamps to make a nifty cover may over-pay the appli-

cable postage rate . "Postal historians" want pure, innocent, dumb-luck

occurrences from mailers unaware of "preparation techniques" used by stamp col-

lectors . Nevertheless, it is nice to have on one envelope full booklet panes

of 10, 20, and 40c Folk Customs with cancellations socked on the nose . This

piece was sent from Lausanne by a reader of TELL, whose native tongue is

French, who liked to practice writing English, and who made a deal to "repat-

riate" a number of blocks-of-four (paying ransom of 50% Zumstein) . Perhaps

TELL has made many such contacts possible . More might develop in time if

a small space in our magazine listed Swiss and Americans enthusiastic about

making up special postal curios.
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A favor that took some ingenuity resulted in a registered cover with

top marginal block of St. Gotthard Tunnel Centennial (Zumstein 668-699) neatly

cancelled on first day of validity at north end of the tunnel inGÖSCHENEN.

The cover was addressed c/o General Delivery in AIROLO, at the south end of

the tunnel . Postal regulations provide that such letters unclaimed after

ten days are returned to the sender . Following the rules as written, the

postmaster at AIROLO backstamped the cover with K-cancel 794 and sent it flying

off to the U .S .A . . . .because the Swiss "planner" put as sender's address on

the back flap of the envelope my mailbox in Ohio!

Favors are a business from the standpoint of the Swiss PTT . . .they read/

write English! The managers are tremendously accommodating with special can-

cellations to be provided at exhibitions, conferences, sport championships,

etc . . .permitting time enough for a collector in America to get hold of stamps

related to the event, prepare covers and rush them back by air mail.

who receives the full-

color publicity pamphlets

about a month in advance

of stamp release has a

chance to exploit the art-

work or cachet theme.

Your scissors and paste . ..

plus a bit of good taste

are all that's needed.

EXHIBIT A

News items in TELL

can embolden members to

ask favors of other members

whose travel plans take them to Switzerland . After all, a couple of

covers will not make luggage overweight . Exhibit B came about with the help

of a Michigan AHPS stalwart . . .who attended NABA ZURI '84 from beginning to

end .

The idea of postcards prepared from PTT publicity releases was sparked

by the promotion that came out of GABRA II, an exhibition in Bergdorf . Bells

rang and a search thru stockbooks, even of album pages, tracked down the

stamp (It's Zumstein Pro Patria 179) that matched the castle picture . Pro-

cedure: Stick 'em on together, the blow-up and the little beauty, and ship

the postcard off to Kreispostdirektion, Sekretariat, 3030 Bern. Maybe it

never really went later to Burgdorf but was cancelled in Bern! Neat Cancel

anyhow!

Anyone

LEMANEX "Ships on the Lakes" sheet was
exploded to make se tenants . Zumstein
Z 60 has top catalog value.
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FIRST DAY COVERS supplied by the PTT have lost some appeal since
collectors are now aware of "de-personalization" with quantity pro-
duction that has to be done far ahead of the actual issue date . To
get around this problem, make friendly contacts in towns where mail
is postmarked with a K-cancel . Having a pen-pal will also make it
possible to fabricate things the PTT doesn't mass produce . . .like a
combination of publicity issue and definitives released on the same
date . Larger envelopes are needed for such arrangements . One came
from UNTERSTAMMHEIM with a hand-lettered cachet "Ersttag-Kombo mit

übertriebene Dekoration 17.2.83". A big splash in any language!

Somehow postal service personnel in

Switzerland see copies of TELL, and

respond to MINI-ADS. . .or otherwise find

AHPS members willing to be pen-pals.

One man who works swing shifts in the

main post office at Zurich has caught

the favor fever, and pieces of mail

franked with blocks-of-four come and go over

the Atlantic . Recently the first semi-

postal benefiting sport activity was

useful if paired to postcard rate . To

make the Pro Sport card even more topical,

the Schalterbeamte added a copy of

Zum-EX Hi lT BA pamphlet-mailer madestein 491. (Exhibit D).
from the panorama of Zürich that
appeared on both the advance promotion and the

souvenir sheet . Cancelled at end of show.in AHPS . Every collector seems to have

some philatelic expertise to share, out-

side his vocation . A computer owner has put data on K-cancels into the mira-

culous memory machine, and print-outs are yours for the asking . An air pilot

can also identify stampless covers, and put approximations of value on them.

A musician-educator can translate communications in three of the official

Swiss languages . . .and even untangle some of the dialect twists . An insurance

advisor can help make the Sales Circuit books do a better job . That is citing

only a few of the member-to-member assists.

Some kibitzers and nit-pickers are to be found among AHPS members, hands.

in Switzerland are subject to scrutiny to expose counterfeiting or "

improvement," two Sitting Helvetias now are stamped with the word VERFALSCHT in

red ink on the back . The Swiss dealers are devoted to protecting the unwary

buyer of rarities . The health of the stamp business could be threatened

by "floating" fakes . Still it is painful to accept recommendations to destroy

Favors are a dividend of membership
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nice-enough-looking antiques . How badly deceptive is a false tooth? That

is ,.hat the dealer detected under his microscope . So BANG! BANG! the grim

warning rides forever on the old ladies.

EXHIBIT C

Opportunities for topical tie-
ins happen now and then ; good to
have duplicate stamps in stock.

EXHIBIT D

First of its type PRO
SPORT, cancelled First
Day, Zürich PHILATELIE.

P.S . Take a minute to thank any U .S . Postal Service employee who puts

nicely centered cancels on your outgoing mail . . .or who brings along your

dainties from Switzerland un-defaced by notations or stickers . It hurts

to see a self-adhesive receipt for registered mail plastered across the

stamps that somebody located so carefully on a cover.
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Dear Members,
Most of the Lots in Auction #69 were donated to AHPS by one of our

distinguished overseas members . These Lots include outstanding

"Standing Helvetia." retouch items . You may bid on individual stamps, by

card or on the entire Lot.
My thanks to Ed Walton for his assistance in preparing these Lots.

I must also thank Harlon Stone, Felix Ganz and Bob Zeigler for the help

in the past.
Values for this Auction are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector

Catalogs or estimated retail, unless otherwise stated.
For Auction #69 1 sfr = $ .60 and The British pound = $1 .47.
The closing date for Auction #69 is December 7, 1986.
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Steve Turchik

Gene Kelly, Chairman of the Revenue Study Group has been living in Switzerland

for the past year gathering up "municipal Revenues" and has gotten many dif-
ferent varieties from many different parts of Switzerland . He is also going

to publish catalogs on his work (see last issue of TELL).

The above examples are taken from his bulletin that has been sent to me.
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Mr.
Steve P . Turchik
727 E . Pleasant Street

Santa Paula, CA 93060

USA

Luzern, August 26, 1986 / as

Dear Mr . Turchik,

In the August-issue of TELL there was an article by Ernest Kehr mentioning that
the Swiss PTT are ploughing money into the Philatelic Promotion Found.

The Found is a joint venture of the collectors organization and the PTT . It is not
true that the money comes from the PTT . As you know, on the occasion of the National
Philatelic Exhibitions the PTT-issues a miniature-sheet . These miniature-sheets
have a face-value plus a surcharge . At the NABA-Züri the face-value was two Franks
and the surcharge one Frank . The two Franks, of course, fully go to the PTT, the
surcharge of one Frank goes into the Found.

As you see, it is definitely not the PTT's money but rather the collector's money
which goes into the Found.

In fact, that this is quite important to know and I appreciate if you could mention
this in one of the next issues of TELL.
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RICHARD T . HALLMEMBERSHIP REPORT

NEW ME BERS
2232 Jacques Amschwand, Texas
2233 Donald R . Gordon, Washington
2234 Ronald Rummel, Sr ., Ohio
2235 Ralph Herbert Schachtebeck, Colombia
2236 Robert W . Bosich, California
2237 Virginia A . Hall, Texas
2238 James M . Henderson, Jr ., Pennsylvania
2239 Robert D . Lowrey, California
2240 Milford D . Panzer, New Jersey
2241 Henry P . Wilhelmi, New York

REINSTATEMENTS

1041 T . Wayne Black, Iowa
1188 Wayne Kramer, Nebraska
1569 James L . Lewis, Florida

EARLY DUES PAYMENT

1779 William Turney, Canada

Editor : Let 's all follow Bill ' s example and get our dues in real early - mail it today!!!

As of this date there are 495 members in the Society including
7 Life Members.

In the center section of this issue of TELL is the renewal notice
envelope for membership and voting blank for officers . I urge
you all to take a minute right now to return them to me . As
you know, we are still in the process of moving to California.
With your help we can get business moving smoothly for the coming
year .

	

My new address is listed below:

Richard T . Hall, Secretary

P . O . Box 666
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266-0666

I hope that the members will have patience with address changes
and slow correspondence for a couple of months while we get
settled and adjusted to this cross-country move.

Respectfully submitted,

Richard T . Hall

PLEASE SEND IN DUES AND VOTING BLANK TODAY!
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SENIOR CITIZENS LIKE To REMINISCE

	

HELMUT C . NEUMANN

In early October of 1946 I arrived in Zurich from New York,
having been accepted at the ETH (Federal Institute of Technology
- Pro Patria 1955 - Z 71) as a graduate student in chemistry.
The tuition and part of my living expenses were taken care of
by the GI Bill of Rights . Over 600 ex-GIs were studying in
Switzerland at the same time and the veterans Administration
opened an office in Geneva to take care of the monthly checks
mailed as well as other problems.

In addition to my schedule of lectures and laboratory, I had
time to enjoy Switzerland and become interested in it's stamps.
I had been a stamp collector since my grade school days, but
had no opportunity up to then for more than a superficial atten-
tion to Swiss stamps .

	

In the next 2½ years, until February
1949 my Swiss collection grew. I met other collectors that
exchanged US for Swiss, visited bourses, kept in touch with
the post office, scrounged stamps from friends and strangers.

Among the items obtained at the time, some later turned out
to be good . The engineering and scenery set appeared near the
end of my stay and I wanted some cancelled 3c stamps . So I
bought a sheet of this stamp (high tension lines Z297) for 1 .50
Fr . at the post office, about 30T US . I should have bought
10 sheets, it turned out to be the best one of the set . I used
a number of them on letters and later disposed of blocks in
stamp circuits.

In the 1947 railroad series there exists a 5c with broken spoke
on the engine's wheel . I bought one from a dealer for about
50T that year.

On the 2nd of May 1947 a special first flight of Swissair from
Geneva to New York took place . Stamps valid for only one occa-
sion have frequently been issued by Switzerland, but they are
available at the post office well ahead of the event to allow
for the preparation of covers . I mailed a letter home on the
actual first day this stamp was available, 17 March 1947 . I
purposely did not include a return address, so that it would
not be returned to me . My parents receive it with the 17 March
cancellation.

In 2½ years I must have accumulated close to 100 used copies
of the then current 70c violet airmail stamp . A number of copies
of the 30c and 40c airmail stamps (Z43 and 44) turned out to
be much better than the 70c stamp . Unfortunately I soaked most
of the stamps, retained only a few covers.

I spent a day in St . Moritz at the winter olympics in 1948 and
obtained those stamps . The purchase in the post office of the
Pro-Juventute and Pro-Patria issues, as well as theminiature
sheet from those years was always a big event.

Some got away, though . A dealer offered me the NABA sheet of
1934 for $15 . It took quite a bit of resistance to turn him
down. In 1947 $15 provided food for a week or more on my restric-
ted student's income . Inflation has not quite gone up 45 times
since then.
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RECENT ARTICLE FELIX GANZ

" RIDING THE MAIL BUS "

Schlich, Kim and Victor, "Riding the Mail Bus," Scott
Stamp Monthly, pages 16-19, August 1986.

For those wanting an introduction to Riding the Mail Bus
not only in Switzerland but in other countries too, this
four page article gives some of the statistics of their
use as the introductory paragraph suggests : "Nearly 1,500
yellow buses carry more than 50 million talkative school-
children, gossiping residents, and goggle-eyed tourists
more than 17 million miles to all corners of Switzerland
each year . And no, they are not schoolbuses ."
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CIRCUIT SALES NOTES

	

EMIL TOBLER, MANAGER

As of September 8, 1986 there are 56 members on the Sales Circuit list . We

are moving toward a very active circuit operation.

8 very nice circuits were sent out during July and August, and I expect that
3 or 4 more will go out in September and October . If a buyer's needs are

not limited to the very exotic (Campione on cover, mint cantonals, etc .)

he should be on at least one circuit before the end of September . Depending

on many factors, however, it could take as long as 4-5 months for a circuit

to be completed . Be patient.

Circuits are generally worth waiting for and contain material specifically
requested by the buyer . Variety is usually greater and prices usually lower
than available at local bourses.

BUYERS The directions enclosed with each circuit normally require an APS
American Philatelic Society) insurance premium . When a APS premium is

required and subsequently paid, the circuit is insured against fire, theft,
or disappearance in the mails from the time it is received by one member

until it is received by the next member on the circuit list . The only re-

quirement, in addition to the payment of the insurance premium, is that
directions for mailing enclosed with each circuit be carefully adhered to.
Circuits with a net sale value of $200 .00 or less do not require an APS
insurance premium, but should be mailed with USPS insurance for full amount

of the net sale value . Such circuits are covered by insurance only while
in possession of the US Postal System.

GOOD DEMAND -- INADEQUATE SUPPLY

SELLERS We have a good demand for and an inadequate supply of the following:
Cantonals, Rayons, imperforate Helvetia, Se-ten, TB and interspace pairs,
better souvenir sheets, telegraph, railway, Campione, hotels, less expensive

soldier stamps, errors and varieties, and almost anything on cover except
post 1960 first day covers. For best sales try to mount only 1 or at the
most 2 related categories of material in the same book, even if it means

leaving one or a few pages blank . Use our books for small lots.

Application blanks were published in the April, 1986 issue of TELL, or you
may receive one by writing the address below with a SASE.

CIRCUIT SALES MANAGER

Emil L . Tobler
P . O . Box 26

Bradford, RI 02808
(401) 377-2238
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NEW CATALOGUES

	

FELIX GANZ

Z U M S T E I N' S EUROPA, 19(86) - 1987

Bern : Zumstein & Cie ., 1986 : Seventieth Edition.

This annual, price-wise trustworthy and realistically edited
major work for collectors of European material (total 2,150
pages) again has been published in a set of four individually
available sub-volumes : EAST (Sfr . 50) : NORTH, CENTER, or SOUTH
(Sfr . 25 . each), plus postage.

Buying the complete set involves a major expenditure of about
US $95 ., in part due to steep increases in printed matter/ book
rate postage to this country, but more so due to the U .S . dollar
which is losing value relative to the Swiss franc from month
to month.

All four catalogue sections are in German only, except for a
very concise translation of the introduction into French and
English; but the catalogues are so well illustrated (black/white)
that anyone above real beginner status can use them without
difficulty.

Thousands of stamps are listed and priced here which are either
ignored or summarily mentioned/dismissed by Scott . Thus a true
single-country collector will do well availing himself to the
Zumstein catalogue(s) of his special collecting area(s).

We note with pleasure that Germany no longer is split between
two catalogues, but that all Germany entries now can be found
in the "Center" volume . This may have been caused not only
as a result of catalogue user unhappiness, but by the unending
stream of new issues let loose upon collectors by all iron
curtain countries (which increases the number of pages in the
"East" catalogue even after removing East Germany/DDR from it.

Printing is very clear and clean, and we just hope that the
catalogues' covers will stay on even under daily use.

Pricing is in Swiss francs and must be understood as "net retail"
in Zumstein's shop . Actual prices probably would be around
80% of catalogue.

Anyone interested in acquiring these excellent books should
order directly, through your favorite dealer, or by inquiring
regarding details from your associate editor ; but do the latter
please before December 31, 1986.

As I have been acting as a "clearing house" for ordering many
publications for these and others, information can be gleaned
in back issues of TELL or by writing me directly, but do it
with haste .

FELIX GANZ

P 0 Box A-3843
CHICAGO, IL 60690
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N E W C A T A L O G U E S

ZUMSTEIN ' S SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN, 19(86) - 1987

Bern :

	

Zumstein & Cie ., 1986 .

	

Paperback : Sfr . 10 . ; Spiral back:
Sfr . 13 . ; plus postage (seamail ca . 5 Sfr .)

	

The US $ now about
Sfr . 1 .60 ; or one Sfr . about 62¢.

This handy, " pocket-size " (432 pages) catalogue appeared right
on schedule in early September .

	

Do not get confused by the
" 19(86) - 1987 " subtitle .

	

Truth in advertising necessitates
proper dating nowadays for ASCAT publications.

Bi-lingual (German and French) this standard stand-by for any
half or more serious collector of Swiss, Liechtenstein, Campione,
or UN Geneva stamps shows all stamps (or types) in color and
thus is extremely easy to use by anyone without knowledge of
either language.

New this year is the inclusion of a list (and prices) of National
Fete (Bundesfeier) cards, and the quick reference tables with
comparative catalogue numbers (Zumstein-Michel-Yvert) has been
retained, we note happily.

Pricing : well, the sinking dollar improves any U .S . collector ' s
holdings by about 65% over the summer of 1985, and in addition
the good, elusive, and top quality items continue to appreciate ..
. . .some very sizeably, while material from the last 25 years
continues to linger in the doldrums because of huge printing
figures, " speculator " dumping and general disinterest.

On cover, prices still are in the process of finding relative,
final levels ; but this pricing is getting closer to total reality
each year, and you will have no trouble pointing out ridiculous
prices to U .S . dealers who mark anything from Switzerland with
a minimum of $2 . or $3!, not to mention abstruse pricing for
Liechtenstein material in this country, if on cover.

I'd say in conclusion : GET YOUR COPY NOW .

	

F .Ganz

For order information for AHPS members see announcement elsewhere

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION

	

F .Ganz

A U .S . COMMEMORATIVE FOR SWITZERLAND's 700 YEAR CELEBRATION
IN 1991 ???????

According to information received through unofficial channels,
efforts are being made to get the USPS to issue a special stamp
in 1991, recalling the "World ' s Oldest Democracy, " Switzerland.
THAT WOULD BE NICE mainly because of the Swiss Constitution
of 1848 was modeled after the U .S . Constitution! -- If you want
to write to Washington (senator, congressman, citizens ' stamp
advisory committee, postmaster general) now : go ahead . By early
1987 we shall have a " form letter " appearing in TELL which you
may want to improve on and send at that time . But let us not
wait ; plans for 1988 are already complete in Washington.
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DEADLINE FOR JAN/FEB 1987 TELL!

Camera ready notices no later than November 15,
1986 ; Adv. copy should be in our hands by November
20. TELL will be mailed to publisher on later
than November 25, 1986 . Thank you.
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